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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

WILL TRUMP APOLOGIZE
“For His Birtherism?”
9/16/17 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
I received an email today which referred to a recent White House Press Briefing.
In it Sarah Sanders was CONFRONTED on Trump's Jemele Hill ESPN & London
tweets. The relevant part is at the very beginning of the clip. Reporter was asking if
Trump would apologize for his "birtherism". See the video at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7WwY-Evqro
My comment:
What is really sad, is that this so-called reporter (Jillian Hughes(?), CBS) asked this question TWICE! She was cut off
during the second asking, but still it was there for all to hear.
So, it appears "SILENCE" is to be part of the "ART OF THE DEAL." Somehow, Trump has made a deal with the devil.
His silence on this matter has been bought and paid for by someone for some unknown reason.
Trump is BFFs with Sheriff Joe so we know with absolute knowledge that Trump is well versed in the false birth
certificate investigations. Trump is now HEAD OF THE FBI, CIA, NSA, AND PTA! Whatever his current FBI director
knows... TRUMP KNOWS!
And since Sarah skillfully deflected the birther question, you can see she is in on it... she has been instructed to ignore
ANY SUCH QUESTIONS.
Of course, if it is ever proven that Obama was an illegal-alien-Marxist-Kenyan-Indonesian-European-Union-citizen, and
Muslim infiltrator, the United States of America would be over in a flash. Not a single bill, act or regulation signed for
the last 8 years of the former LGBT agenda will have been legal, constitutional or even mildly acceptable. Trump could
not be POTUS, nor would Congress be valid. All their laws and debt ceilings raises would be turned to dust. So Trump
has to pretend it is okie-dokie of have a non-Art II person as his predecessor. Of course, we could go back to square
one and ask about Chester A. Arthur and his non-Art II status... that would be make the last 136 years (since 1881)
totally bogus. It is so much easier to just let the cesspool continue and the swamp critters exist in peace!
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